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ABSTRACT
In this paper we focus on two digital music instruments,
Sensor-table and Chirotron, which were developed by Michael
Vierling and Matthias Schneiderbanger at IMWI (Institute
for Musicology and Music Informatics) at the University of
Music Karlsruhe, Germany.
The digital music instruments Sensor-table and Chirotron
use several sensors to transform the movements and gestures
of their players into data for sound generation, placement
and movement of the sound in the room.
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1.
2.

INTRODUCTION
SONIC ARTS AT IMWI...

lopes...
The Sensor-table consists of twelve analogue distance sensors which are mounted on a special table. The player is
standing inside and uses the motions of his arms and fingers
to control the sensors around him without physical attachment.
The Chirotron is a data-glove with integrated accelerometer, pressure-, and flexsensors. The sensors capture the
motions of the players hand.
Self-written music programs convert the incoming data
in parameters for all kinds of music control. The Sound
is mainly based on synthesis, spatializing is done with the
Ambisonics system. The actual setup was already used in
an environment of up to 43 loudspeakers.
Furthermore we will describe the configuration of our
setup, consisting of different programs like Max/MSP, SuperCollider, Jack OSX and several Extensions.

3.

SENSOR-TABLE & CHIROTRON

Both instruments emerged from the course ÒSonic ArtsÓ
given by Dr. Paulo Ferreira-Lopes in 2009. The main purpose was primeraly to learn the basics in physical computing in combination with music, concretely the interaction
between analogue sensors and electronic music via Arduino
and Max/MSP.
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Figure 1: Sensor-table

3.1
3.1.1

Sensor-table
idea

The idea of designing an music instrument which is played
without physical attachment was developed at IMWI late
2009 while working with different types of analogue sensors and Arduino Boards in the course Sonic Arts by P.
Ferreira-Lopes. The fact that nearly every music instrument is played with physical touch which refers to direct
physical control and direct feedback leds us to the challenge
of inventing an music instrument with a new feel of playing, as decades ago Lev Sergejewitsch Termen did with its
Theremin. The Sensor-table was considered to be an digital music instrument controlled by the players motion of his
arms and fingers, playing in the air but without loosing the
direct control and feedback of the movements.

3.1.2

technical realisation

The Sensor-table consists of twelve analogue Infrared Distance Sensors ”SHARP GP2D120” which are connected with
two Arduino Duemilanove Microcontroller-Boards. Incoming analogue voltage is converted on the Boards with running the Standard-Firmata protocol. Maxuino is used for
communication between Max/MSP and Arduino. Maxuino
is an open source project and especially designed for this
purpose. In Max/MSP the incoming data is controlled with
various controlling programs. The sensors output is scanned
every 42 miliseconds which is the exact change in value of
the sensor. If the Sensor-table works as solo-instrument synthesis, sampling and also spatialization is done in all in the
same setup. The sensors and the Arduinos are mounted on a
special table which is covered with black cotton. The player
is standing inside the table. On every side there are three
sensors for different purposes e.g. sample playback, controlling parameters of different kind of synthesis or controlling

effects like feedback or filter.The sensors have a range from
4 to 30 cm which is quite nice to play with good calibration.

3.2

Chirotron

for sound-synthesis. Furthermore besides several controlling units the whole spatialization is done with ambisonics.
Our setup is flexible enough to work in most environments.
There are two main possibilities to set it up. The first one
implies encoding and decoding of Ambisonics in one computer with audio output going from the interface directly to
the loudspeakers. The second one implies encoding in one
computer routing B-Format to a second unit where decoding takes place. This possiblity is useful for systems which
are already installed in concert places (verweis auf (zirkonium)/zkm).

Sensor-table & Chirotron

Jack OSX

OSC

SuperCollider

Figure 2: Chirotron

Audio

3.2.1

idea

The idea of a data-glove in a musical context of course isn’t
something new (see verweise..), but was worth to try an
individual approach from the bottom up. First experiments
with different sensors led to the first decision to use three
different types: accelerometer, pressure-, and flexsensors.
During the development and the work on musical material the ideas refined more and more, so that the Chirotron
is actually an instrument to control the spatialization of
sounds in multichannel setups. This was a further step after having separated sound generation (Sensor-table) and
modification (Chirotron) on the first experiments.

3.2.2

Interaction

In 2010 first experiments between the Sensor-table and Chirotron were made. The first performances took place at the
ton:art in summer 2010, and the music ..

3.3.1

concept

The actual concept is nice.

4.

Audio
Audio
Interface

technical realisation

The glove consists of three pressure sensors on the index-,
middle- and ring finger. Also, it has two flexsensors at the
back of the index- and middle finger.(stimmen die bindestriche?) And on the heel of hand it has a three-axisaccelerometer.
All sensors are conected to one Arduino Mega board,
which uses a self-written programm that uses the so called
MegaChirotron protocol to communicate with the computer
via USB. This protocol works in conjunction with the chirotron2osc patch, that not only converts the data in OSC
messages [1], but also has the ability to give you scaled MIDI
messages, e.g. if you want to use normal music sequencer
programs.

3.3

Max/MSP

SETUP CONFIGURATION

Each instrument is working on its own laptop. Controlling
OSC data is send via WLAN to a computer where the data
is received in Max/MSP and SuperCollider. Both are connected trough JackRouter which also manages the outputs
of the audio interface. SuperCollider is only used for soundsynthesis routed to Max/MSP which is just as well used

Loudspeakers

Figure 3: Data- and Signal flow

5.

SOUND GENERATION AND SPATIALIZATION
5.1 Sound
The continuous data of the sensor is used to control different parameters for sound-synthesis like frequency, amplitude or values within the parameters of functions. The
same method works as well for using effects on sound in
changing the amount of feedback in a delay line for example. The sound-synthesis itself takes place in SuperCollider
and Max/MSP. There are different types of synthesis going
on from additive, substractive synthesis to phase and frequency modulation which all merges together and would be
to much to go in detail. One form of synthesis you can see
on figure-fig.. which is actually not really complex like the
sound coming out. It was programmed for one piece called
ÒFloating pointsÓ. It consists of two ÒchannelsÓ which are
multiplied in the last step. The first channel is a rand object which generates a band-limited random signal and is
multiplied with a simple sinusoid frequency of 5555Hz. The
result of the multiplication goes into an overdrive object
which is an object for soft-clipping signal distortion. At the
same time the 5555Hz go trough the zerox object which
detects zero crossings. The zero crossings are connected to
the second inlet of the overdrive object where the drive
factor of the distortion is set. The distorted signal is multiplied with the next ÒchannelÓ. The value that is changed
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a grabbed sound can be rotated in the room around the
center by turning the hand.
The distance between the sound source to the center is
controlled by using the values of the flexsensor on the index
finger.
Just these points are examples for the work-in-progress
in this aspect, because the actual intention is to coincide
the sound position with the direction shown by the arm.
Even if on the performance at the 28th January 2011 in the
ZKM Kubus Karlsruhe this impression could be conveyed,
the directed arm served only to illustrate the process and
was not the actual control. The coordination between hand
rotation, finger bending and the fitting arm movement was
therefore the real challenge for the performer.
The current position of the glove is placed as separate
item in the polar coordinate system. This coordinate system
is displayed on a monitor standing on the ground (siehe
figure...), that indicates both the position of the glove and
the positions of the sounds. The glove is designated as a
long underscore to then display a taken sound underlined
on the screen.
The system was realized with the Ambisonics Externals
for Max / MSP from ICST Zurich.

5.3
Loudspeakers

Figure 4: Hardware Setup

by the sensor is the range between 20 to 16000 of another
rand object. This signal is multiplied with a simple sinusoid
frequency of 555Hz. The result becomes wrapped between
ź and -ź. The characteristic sound of the synthesis basically
results from the continuous analogue noise coming from the
sensor output which is influencing the sound a lot. There
is never a constant value it is always moving and flowing
between a unspecific range.
Also there is the possibility of triggering samples at a specific point within the range of the sensor. Instead of playing
a sound the trigger can used to start or stop a function or
a program. One of these functions is to hold a sound at a
specific level so that you can leave the sound playing without using it with your hand. Therefore one sensor is just
working as an on/off toggle. You can switch the toogle if the
sensor is played with the other hand. We also implemented
a feedback delay line and a filterbank for every sound. The
idea of changing parameters is the same as for the sound
synthesis.

5.2

controling

The last played sound on the Sensor-table (shown as ”last
active” on the monitor) can be taken from the player of the
Chirotron by activating the switch on the fingertip of his
index, triggered by light pressure of the thumb (the number
of the current taken sound is displayed on the monitor as
”Floating Point”). With it the player can move the sound
around by his gestures, and can place it with a further pressure on the fingertip of the index at the current position.
With the pressure sensor on the tip of the ring finger, the
sound lying next to the position of the glove (”next2chiro”
on the monitor) can be selected. Thus it is - as mentioned possible, to reposition the sounds regardless of the playing
of the Senor-table.

spatialization

The spatialization is done exclusively using the Chirotron.
The multichannel setup envisions to stand in the middle of
the room (the sweet spot). This gives you the ability to grab
sound sources triggerd by the Sensor-table, and place them
in the room. Also one can always take already placed sound
objects and change their position in space once again, even
if the Sensor-table, meanwhile, is controlling very different
sounds.
The technical realisation is as follows: The sound sources
are all placed in a polar coordinate system, and can be
moved by the indication of two values in space (angle and
distance to the center). For the angle the value of the xaxis of the acceleration sensor on the heel of hand is used,
that indicates whether the palm faces down or up. Thus,

Figure 5: Monitor on Stage

6.

CONCLUSIONS & PROSPECTS

- spatialisierung mit armrichtungserkennung - probleme mit
den infrarotsensoren - ambisonics probleme beim nullpunkt
(mail vom icst..)
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Figure 6: Sensor-table and Chirotron performing
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